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A warm welcome to all our fellow members. Lots more new jigsaws this month 

and a chance to join the JAN VAN HAASTEREN COLLECTORS CLUB.  Just 60 

new members to go to reach our 2011 target of 5000 members –Can you 

help do you know of anyone who would like to join our Membership? Just 

let us have the names and we’ll do the rest and when they order, we’ll give 

you a bonus 1000pc jigsaw of your choice as a thank you.

The latest puzzles from 
Jan van Haasteren
Jumbo’s exclusive Dutch artist Jan van Haasteren has been making 

audiences laugh for decades with his collection of hilarious 

illustrations. His drawings are distinctly recognisable from the 

humorous images, side-splitting situations and far more people 

than you would ever expect to see in a jigsaw puzzle!

Born on 24th February 1936, Jan developed his love for drawing 

at a very early age. His first contact with Jumbo was in the 1980’s 

who initially were sceptical about the amount of small imagery 

produced, however, from then to now Jan & Jumbo have been 

working together developing new themes and ideas. They now 

produce about 3 new images every year.

Jan already has a huge following, but Jumbo thought it would be 

fun to introduce this popular artist to a wider range of puzzlers with 

the Family Puzzle and the XXL puzzle.  There is also a new 1000 and 

2000 piece puzzle just released and will make a great gift.

Family Puzzle is a 615 piece puzzle the whole family can enjoy. 

There are three different sized pieces designed to suit each member 

of the family. On the left - for the younger family members - there 

are extra large pieces which make it easier for them to enjoy, the 

middle - for those who have puzzled before - is made up of medium 

sized pieces and for the experienced puzzler there are standard 

1000 piece sized pieces on the right. What makes this puzzle so 

special is that all the pieces fit perfectly together so even though 

there are different sizes, it won’t affect the finished image. You don’t 

necessarily have to enjoy this puzzle with friends or family, if you 

prefer, you can piece it together on your own, and the different 

sized pieces will make it more fun to enjoy.

XXL Neighbourhood is the 252 piece puzzle with extra, extra large 

jigsaw pieces. Neighbourhood illustrates a hilarious bird’s eye 

view of the chaotic local neighbourhood gardens and – as with 

every Jan van Haasteren work of art - there are plenty of amusing 

situations for you to enjoy. The finished size of the puzzle measures 

68 x 49cm which is the same as a standard 1000 piece puzzle.

The Tennis Court is available in both 1000 and 2000 piece counts 

and is a side-splitting impression of a regional tennis tournament 

which is sure to leave puzzlers dizzy trying to keep an eye out for 

all the tennis balls being wacked from one court to the other as 

they piece together a vast array of hilarious illustrations within this 

comical jigsaw.

These three jigsaws are just the latest in the fabulous range for 2011 

and are all available now, but don’t forget to look out for the 1000 

piece Carnival and Crazy Casino puzzles in a decorative Tin, the 

comical Under Water World in a 1000 and 2000 piece count and also 

one for all animal lovers, The Farm in a 1500 and 3000 piece count. 

All available later in the year.

We are aware that many of you have been collecting Jan Van 

Haasteren for a number of years and have been asked many times 

for a complete list of all Jan Van Haasteren Jigsaws ever made! The 

list is extensive and whilst very few are now available we do have 

the list available to our collectors. Please let us know and we will 

send it out to you. 

We are also going to start a JVH Collectors club, so you need never 

miss a new release. Again just let us know of your interest and size 

preference and we will add you name to our Collectors list and send 

all new releases as they are issued.

We’ve used our Readers letters column 

this month to give you details of 

ALL CURRENT JVH JIGSAWS.
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Jan Van Haasteren 
Availability
The first three listed have been re-released in a new series called I Spy

PREVIEWSJIG’S CORNER

QUESTIONS, 
INFORMATION 
& MORE

Hello fans & friends,

Following the success of our ‘New Zealand’ 

panoramic puzzle, I’m pleased to tell you 

that we have 8 great titles coming in for July/

August.

Next Wasgij releases will be June/July- Watch 

out for a few surprises… If you are a collector 

and want to be added to our list for automatic 

despatch, please let me know.

We’re still awaiting new stocks from Jigthings, 

who advise a June delivery date. Apologies to 

everyone waiting and thanks for your patience. 

Jigthings are the only producer of this range, 

so we are unable to offer a suitable alternative. 

However, we still have the ‘lightweight’ 

1000 & 1500pc boards in stock at £20 & £24 

respectively (That’s a big word for me)

Sorry if we let you down on your requested 

Clementoni jigsaws - They have flown out so 

we offering a few more this month. Please 

remember that these are limited and have a 

lead time of 6-10weeks 

And lastly - thanks to all who sent in donations 

for Lennox - We raised An additional £60.00 

but unfortunately not one winner - The Bears 

name was CANDY.

Enjoy the light evenings and ‘carry on’ puzzling

Jigxx

WINNING WAYS
Issue 68

WINNING WAYS COMPETITION - ISSUE 68

In which year was Jan Van Haasteren born? 

Answers by 31st May please. 

Our winner will receive a 1000pc puzzle 

of his/her choice (Please include preferred 

choice on your entry form.

WINNING WAYS COMPETITION 

ISSUE 66.
(See Jigs corner)

17018 - I Spy USA-No.1 - 1000pc

17019 - I Spy New York No.2 - 1000pc

17020 - I Spy Carnival - No. 3 - 1000pc 

01470 - The Circus-1000pc - also available as 2000pc

01489 - Birthday Special - 1000pc (Jan’s 70th Birthday)

01555 - The Golf Course - 1500pc

01581 - The Chess Club - 500pc

01599 - The Playground - 1000pc

01617 - Ballroom Dancing - 1000pc

01886 - The Antique Show - 1000pc

13007 - Christmas - 1000pc

13035 - The Dog Show-1500pc - also available as a 3000pc 

13050 - The Kitchen-1000pc - also available as 2000pc 

13041 - The March-1000pc - also available as 2000pc

17012 - Family Puzzle - 615 pcs (Combining 3 differing sizes) 90 x 60

17014 - The Office - 1000pc

17015 - The Office - 2000pc

17016 - Safari - 1500pc - also available as 3000pc

17077 - The Farm - 1500pc / 3000pc (Release date-June 2011)

17081 - The Neighbours - 252 XXL pcs-68 x 49

17082 - Crazy Casino - 1000pc in a tin (re-release-May 2011)

17083 - Carnival - 1000pc in a tin (re-release-May/June 2011)

17076 - The Tennis Court - 1000pc

17075 - The Tennis Court - 2000pc

17079 - Underwater World - 1000pc - Release date: September

17080 - Underwater World - 2000pc - Release date Sept.

 Reader’s letters back next month. 
We look forward to receiving your comments and ideas

500pc = £9.00

1000pc = £12.00

1500pc = £16.00

2000pc = £22.00

3000pc = £32.00)

Winter Reflection - Yosemite 
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Availability
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WINNING WAYS

Fine Art

Travel Selection

Panoramic – (98 x 33)

Fantasy

MORE FABULOUS JIGSAWS 

from CLEMENTONI - Italy

(All are currently in stock but if demand is high it could be six - ten weeks before we can get them back 

into stock - so please indicate an alternative choice just in case).

C31417 Marriage in Cana 

Veronese - 1000pc £12.00

C31429 La Primavera - Botticelli 

1000pc £12.00

C39155.4 Polperro, Cornwall, 

England 1000pc £12.00

C39060 Sagrada Familia 

Barcelona - 1000pc £12.00

C39159.2 Cotswold Cottage

1000pc £12.00

C39107 New York - 1000pc £12.00 C39123 Iguaza Falls - 1000pc £12.00

C32535 Neuschwanstein 

2000pc £20.00

C32538.2 Winter Reflection - Yosemite 
National Park - 2000pc £20.00

C32515-3 Rio de Janeiro 

2000pc £20.00

C32522-1 Rome – Trevi Fountain 

2000pc - £20.00

C39182.0 Fairies-  Herald of Spring 1000pc £12.00

C39183.7 Fairies - Spellbinder 
Portrait 1000pc £12.00C39184.4 Fairies - Touch of Gold

1000pc £12.00

C39062 Salzburg - 1000pc £12.00

C39022 Tower Bridge - 1000pc £12.00

C39140 Degas - L’etoile   

1000pc £12.00

C31469 Klimt - Three Ages 
of Woman 1000pc £12.00

C39063 Barrier Reef - 1000 £14.00

C39134 Winnie the Pooh Panoramic - 1000pc £14.00 C39165.3 Egyptian Tripych Panorama - 1000pc £14.00

C39076 Panorama Beagles £14.00

C31447 The Last Supper 

Leonardo 1000pc £12.00

C31442 The Kiss - Klimt - 

1000pc £12.00
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The latest puzzles from 
Jan van Haasteren

OFFICIAL PUZZLE CLUB 

SELECTED JIGSAWS

To order The Evacuees and/or Out of Harms Way  and/or The Homecoming  or any of the other products featured in this issue 

complete the Order form below and send with your remittance payable to: The Official UK Puzzle Club The Official UK Puzzle Club,  

PO Box 3351,  Wokingham, Berkshire, RG41 2WE. (If you don’t want to spoil your newsletter, simply put your request on paper)

G506 The Evacuees - 1000pc 
G6050 Out of Harms Way - 1000pc
G6062 The Homecoming - 1000pc 
C31417 Marriage in Cana - Veronese - 1000pc
C31429 La Primavera - Botticelli - 1000pc
C31442 The Kiss – Klimt - 1000pc
C31447 The Last Supper  – Leonardo - 1000pc
C31469 Klimt-Three Ages of Woman - 1000pc
C39140 Degas-L’etoile - 1000pc
C39155.4 Polperro, Cornwall, England - 1000pc
C39159.2 Cotswold Cottage - 1000pc
C39060 Sagrada Familia - Barcelona - 1000
C39062 Salzburg - 1000
C39022 Tower Bridge - 1000PC
C39107 New York - 1000pc
C39123 Iguaza Falls - 1000pc
C32522-1 Rome – Trevi Fountain - 2000pc
C32515-3 Rio de Janeiro - 2000pc
C32535 Neuschwanstein - 2000pc 
C32538.2 Winter Reflection-Yosemite Nat Park - 2000pc 

C39076 Panorama Beagles - 1000pc
C39134 Winnie the Pooh - Panoramic - 1000pc
C39165.3 Egyptian Tripych - Panorama - 1000pc
C39063 Barrier Reef - Panorama - 1000pc
C39182.0 Fairies - Herald of Spring - 1000pc
C39183.7 Fairies - Spellbinder Portrait - 1000pc
C39184.4 Fairies - Touch of Gold - 1000pc
Ref: JVH 

Price Quantity ValueCode No/Description
13.00
13.00

        13.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
20.00

   20.00
   20.00

20.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
14.00
12.00
12.00
12.00

Postage & Packing £4.00

£6.50 Total Value

Gold Members- Please deduct 10% from above 

prices, excluding p&p. If requesting carrier 

delivery – do not include postage charge

Name 

Address 

Postcode  

Telephone  

Email  

Membership No.   

*Please attach cardholder’s details if different from above

      I enclose cheque/postal order for value £ made payable to the Official UK Puzzle Club 

      Please debit my Credit/Debit card for  £  Card Type       Master Card       Visa        Maestro/Solo 

*Card No:   

Issue No:       Security Code :  

Valid From:       Expiry Date :  

Signature:

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery

Contact us: 
Official UK Puzzle Club, PO Box 3351, Wokingham, Berks RG41 2WE  Telephone:  0118 978 9599  Fax:  0118 979 5077  

Email:  mb@jigsaw-puzzle-club.co.uk or sales@whispers.co.uk Web Address: www.jigsaw-puzzle-club.co.uk 

Barneys Newsbox holds one of the largest puzzle selections available and caters for ALL sizes. Tel: 01539 435627 

For Trevor Mitchells Fine Art originals and prints visit: www.nostalgicart.co.uk or telephone Trevor on 01274 589053 
    

General Sales: Tel: 0118 978 9599  Helpline:  retailers in your area, and general membership enquiries. Tel: 0118 978 9599

The Evacuees - Nostalgia 

by Kevin Walsh from Gibsons 

Jigsaw Range -1000pc 

Jigsaw- available at £13.00

The Homecoming - Another 

nostalgic image by Kevin Walsh 

from Gibsons 2011 range

available at £13.00

Out of Harms Way 

by Kevin Walsh from Gibsons range

1000pc Jigsaw available at £13.00

READ ABOUT

Optional Next Day Carrier


